Jamie SunJae Choi
UX + Interaction designer

Education

Carnegie Mellon University


Master of Design, Design for Interactions

Cornell University


Bachelor of Architecture

Carnegie Mellon University


Artifact

Pittsburgh, PA I Aug 2021 - Dec 2021

Designed an immersive visitor experience for The Carnegie Museum of Art,
including onboarding, wayfinding, experiencing arts, and reflection, to provide a
contextual, personalized, and reflective experience to visitors

Pittsburgh, PA I Aug 2021 - May 2023
Ithaca, NY I Aug 2012 - May 2017

Selected Project

jamiesjchoi.work
sunjaec@andrew.cmu.edu
201.360.7367
seeking opportunities in design internship for summer 2022

Interaction Design Studio


Led the making of the concept video to present the use of AR and multimodal
user experiences in museum spaces
Crafted storyboards and user scenarios through synthesis of research insights
to iterate on user flows and interaction types

Hugo
Designed a voice user interface for the United States Postal Service that
personalizes and expedites user’s postal experience through multimodal
interactions
Led the making of the concept video to present the end to end user journey with
a focus on auditory interactions

Experience

Carnegie Mellon University


Prototyping Lab II: Environments

Pittsburgh, PA I Aug 2021 - Present

Researching and designing for a project related to Object Tracking for
Interactive Environments. Working with a faculty in the School of Design as a
teaching assistant for a class, Prototyping Lab II: Environments

Teaching and Research Assistant


Skidmore Owings and Merrill

Architectural Designer


New York, NY I Aug 2017 - Oct 2020

Researched, crafted, and communicated new user experience to a workshop
attended by 100-150 stakeholders from 45 different interest groups including
the city officials and agencies through visual storytelling
Led iterative design process for initial massing, facade articulation, and the
making of concept book deliverables for a phase conclusion
Explored and addressed end users’ needs through design iterations of different
program areas
Crafted visual assets to communicate design intention and research findings to
the client, consultants, and internal design teams
Collaborated closely with multi-disciplinary teams of consultants and created
design documentation for engineering and procurement partners
Explored and prioritized experience aligning design ideas, building functions,
needs of key stakeholders and end-users

Developed and maintained the digital component library to increase the
efficiency of the design team
Skills

Design Tools

Figma, Adobe Premiere Pro, Adobe Creative Suite, Protopie, Adobe After Effect,
Unity*, HTML, CSS*, Rhinoceros 3D, Voiceflow

Design Methods

User research, Storyboarding, Storytelling, Product thinking, Interaction design,
Visual design, Prototyping, Spacial design, Wireframes, Data visualization, 3d
modeling, Model making

